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Констатирующая контрольная работа (ККР) 
по английскому языку 3 модуль 

 
Класс: 10.1 

Максимальный балл за работу: 56 баллов 

 
Шкала перевода в 5-балльную отметку 

 

Количество баллов Отметка 

0-29 2 

30-39 3 

40-49 4 

50-56 5 

 

1. I had the … opportunity to go to Paris and study. 

a) Intriguing b) package c) travel 

2. Being on a fairly … budget , we opted for five nights in a three-star hotel In Paris. 

a) Rough b) high c) tight 

3. There wasn’t much in the carriage to … the writers attention. 

a) Cherish b) grab c) take 

4. If you eat too much, you will … weight. 

a) Cramp b) accelerate c) gain 

5. I only eat … food when I am with my friends somewhere in the supermarket. 

a) Packed b) junk c) hush 

6. I’ve never been keen … science fiction. 

a) On b) for c) about 

7. Mike Maxwell ……………………….. at a shelter for the homeless. 

a) Negotiates b) elaborates c) volunteers 

8. We spent the entire day ……………………….. around the zoo. 

a) Wandering b) Spotted c) floating 

9. I was so surprised by the news that I … into tears of joy. 

a) Burnt b) brought c) burst 

10. I find my sister’s mood … very annoying; you never know when she is going to lose her temper. 

a) Swings b) snacks c)spots 

11. It took me a long time to come to … with the fact that my girlfriend no longer loved me. 

a) agreements b) terms c) turns 

12. I must make a (an) … to see my bank manager. 

a) Meeting b) cooperation c) appointment 

13. He … a promise to study harder. 

a) Made b) did c) gave 

14. It’s only a slight sprain so you’ll soon get … it. Your wrist will be OK in to days. 

a) Over b) about c) round 

15. Eating food that is … in calories will help you to stay slim. 

a) Less b) small c) low 
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16. By making simple lifestyle changes you can … your lifespan. 

a) Improve b) enlarge c) increase 

17. Now he has risen a little on the … … he has more responsibility. 

a) Personal basis b) career ladder c) job security 

18. They collected money to provide aid … the homeless. 

a) To b) for c) of 

19. Since the 16th century, people have been coming from miles around to … at this medieval festival. 

a) Cope b) explore c) marvel 

20. He … at me angrily and I was afraid. 

a) Peeped b) stared c) gazed 

21. The park serves as a … … for a wide variety of species. 

a) Nature reserves b) rocky landscape c) wildlife habitat 

22. WWF … with other organisations to protect animals. 

                      a) Conserves b) contributes c) collaborates 

23. 6. Consumers should be … of possible threats to the environment from many products. 

                      a) familiar b)concerned c) aware 

24. 7. The fine they gave him was minimal. It was more or less a …on the wrist. 

                      a) sign b) slap c)slash 

25. 8. Because animals can’t defend themselves, it’s important that we … them. 

                      a)stand for b) let off c) stand up for 

26. Chris ..... volcano surfing every weekend. 

A goes B is going C has gone 

27. The group ..... down the slope when the avalanche occurred. 

A skied B was skiing C had skied 

28. The news ..... by the time she turned on the TV. 
A has already started B already started C had already started 

29. I don’t mind ….. second hand items. 

A to buy B buy C buying 

30. By this time next month they will ….. building the new mall. 
A is finishing B have finished C have been finishing 

31. Mary refuses ….. products that can’t be recycled. 

A purchasing B to purchase C purchase 

32. Jill avoids ….. on Saturdays because of the crowds. 

A shopping B to shop C shop 

33. I’d prefer ….. and look around for the best price. 

A waiting B wait C to wait 

34. If I won a lot of money, I …….. donate some to charity. 

A will B would have C would 

35. I wish I …….. in the charity race, but I was busy. 
A ran B had run C would run 

36. If Joe had left earlier, he …….. the bus. 
A won’t miss B wouldn’t miss C wouldn’t have missed 

37. He …….. come to the clean up day, he is working. 

A mustn’t B doesn’t have to C can’t 

38. People …….. start forest fires should be put in prison. 

A that B whose C which 
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39. Roswell ..... by thousands of tourists each year. 
A was visited B has been visited C is visited 

40. The alien photographs ..... examined by experts now. 
A are B were C are being 

41. Don’t forget to book the tickets, .....? 
A do you B will you C could you 

42. Let me introduce .....; I’m Bill Evans. 
A yourself B himself C myself 

43. Jack , … father is a doctor, joined a conservation group. 
A who B which C whose 

44. ..... I pass my driving test; I plan to buy a car. 
A Until B By the time C As soon as 

45. Jill told Fiona that she ..... the video clip. 
A has seen B had seen C was seeing 

46. He will go on holiday in the summer ..... he graduates from university. 
A after B since C until 

47. Paula behaves ...... she’s better than everyone else. 
A so that B as if C since 

48. Jenny ...... the oil changed in her car right now. 
A has B has had C is having 

49. Martin is having his beard ...... by the barber. 
A trims B trim C trimmed 

50. Mary ...... her hair dyed tomorrow. 
A will have B has C had 
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Критерии оценивания: 

Каждый правильный ответ оценивается в один балл. Максимальный балл – 56. 

 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


